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MOVING FORWARD: 
AMERICAN INNOVATIONS



there’s opportunity to make 
money in post-war markets

war vets & freed slaves move west

THE CIVIL WAR IS OVER. AMERICANS 
THINK AHEAD...

which leads to...

new ideas are created and 
shared across america



AMERICAN INDUSTRIALIZATION
Period (1850 - 1920) where American 

INVENTIONS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
and an URBAN WORKFORCE fueled an 

explosion of US economic dominance

farmers and urban workers produced/consumed in mass

KEY FUNDAMENTAL components of the era
American inventions made life easier, hiked productivity

Railroads intricately connected the country and markets
businesses expanded America’s role in the world economy



AMERICAN 
INVENTIONS

Edwin L. Drake introduces the use 
of steam power to oil drills & rigs

Most of all, inventions were key

Oil drilling

“Oil Boom” take off, & prospects 
are bought for oil-rich land

The Bessemer Steel Process
process that removed carbon from 
iron ore to produce steel
steel was lighter & more durable 
that iron, but it was just as strong



Why is that important?

1. oil & steel would become the 

    two main ingredients of  

    American economy for the 

    next 100 years!

2. new steel products allowed 

    greater flexibility on what 

    and where to build



INVENTIONS 
IMPROVE LIFE

harnessed electricity in a light bulb 
and produced light by running it thru a 
filament

Several inventions instantly improved 
the quality of life for Americans

Edison later helped invent a system 
for harnessing & distributing 
electricity over distances

Edison’s incandescent light blub

Sholes’ typewriter

Bell’s telephone
laid groundwork for worldwide, coast-
to-coast telecommunications network



Effects
on life

electricity is safer, cheaper, used 
everywhere
led to inventions of appliances, 
electric travel & spread of cities

The Incandescent light blub

factories were now built everywhere
The Typewriter
made work efficient, opened job 
opportunities for women

The Telephone
created white collar, office jobs for 
women as secretaries
connected markets quickly



the age of railroads
CONNECTING AMERICA:



THE NATIONAL 
NETWORK

1869 - golden spike is nailed at 
Promontory, Utah to connect E&W

Fueled by steel, coal and steam, 
the locomotive spans every 
corner of the United States

The Transcontinental Railroad

laid by Civil War vets, Chinese 
immigrants, freed slaves
1st time ever, entire US is linked

24 time zones created to keep 
schedules

Standardized Time Zones

US divided into 4 zones (E,C,M,P)



Effects of 
railroads

people traveled west to open lands, 
restarted their life, exchanged goods

Railroads opened up the vast West

Towns and Markets

cities, markets popped up along main 
lines

RxR magnate George Pullman builds a 
“company town” for his RxR workers

Pullman

he provided housing, shops, hospitals, 
& luxuries of a city for his workers
It failed b/c strict codes (STRIKE)



abuses of 
railroad industry

company owned by politicians & RxR 
owners that charged the gov 3xs the 
real cost of RxR construction jobs

Railroad magnates used 
corruption to gain profit/control

Credit Mobilier

they then skimmed the top and kept 
the extra (V.P., future president)

laws proposed by farmers to 
regulate RxR fees & use of land

Granger Laws

ruled constitutional by S.C. case 
Munnv. Illionois (1877)

Federal commission created to 
limit fees, oversee & regulate 
RXRs

Interstate Commerce 
Commission (ICC)



 1) American Inventions

2) Women and Immigrant Workers

3) How Railroads changed the West

CLOSURE

Write THREE things you 

learned today about:


